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Abstract
An edge ordering of a graph G= (V ,E) is an injection f : E → N. A (simple) path for which f increases along its edge sequence
is an f-ascent, and a maximal f-ascent if it is not contained in a longer f-ascent. The depression of G is the least integer k such that
every edge ordering of G has a maximal ascent of length at most k. We characterise trees with depression three.
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1. Introduction
For concepts not deﬁned here we refer the reader to [4]. The neighbourhood N(v) of a vertex v of a simple
graph G = (V ,E) is deﬁned by N(v) = {u ∈ V : uv ∈ E}. An edge ordering of G is an injection f : E → N.
Denote the set of all edge orderings of G by F(G). For any f ∈ F(G) a path a, b, c, d of length three such that
f (bc) = min{f (ab), f (bc), f (cd)} or f (bc) = max{f (ab), f (bc), f (cd)} is called an f-exchange. A path  in G for
which f ∈F(G) increases along its edge sequence is called an f-ascent (or simply ascent if the ordering is clear), and
if  has length k, it is also called a (k, f )-ascent. Thus an f-ascent contains no f-exchanges. If the path  with vertex
sequence v0, v1, . . . , vk forms an f-ascent, we denote this fact by writing  as v0v1 . . . vk . An f-ascent is maximal if it is
not contained in a longer f-ascent. Let h(f ) denote the length of a shortest maximal f-ascent and deﬁne the depression
(G) of G by
(G) = max
f∈F(G)
{h(f )},
that is, (G) is the smallest integer k such that every edge ordering of G has a maximal ascent of length at most k. To
show that (G) = k, we must therefore show that:
(a) each edge ordering of G has a maximal ascent of length at most k—this shows that (G)k,
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(b) there exists an edge ordering f of G with no maximal ascents of length less than k, i.e. for which each (l, f )-ascent,
where l < k, can be extended to a (k, f )-ascent—this shows that (G)k.
The study of the lengths of increasing paths in edge-ordered graphs was initiated by Chvátal and Komlós [5] who
posed the problem of determining the altitude (Kn), the greatest integer k such that Kn has a (k, f )-ascent for each
edge ordering f ∈ F(Kn). They also considered the corresponding problem in the case where f-ascents are trails,
not necessarily paths. However, with the exception of [8], subsequent work (see e.g. [1–3,9–11]) has focussed on the
former problem. Note that these two concepts (f-ascents are paths versus f-ascents are trails) are equivalent for trees.
The depression of a graph was ﬁrst deﬁned in [6]. Clearly, (G) = 1 if and only if K2 is a component of G. For
any path u, v,w in a graph G, let (uvw) be the length of a longest path in G containing the subpath u, v,w. Deﬁne
′(G) = min{(uvw)}, where the minimum is taken over all paths of G of length two. As shown in [6], (G)′(G)
for all graphs G. It follows that if G has a vertex adjacent to two leaves, then (G) = 2. Graphs with depression two
were characterised in [6].
Theorem 1 (Cockayne et al. [6]). If G is connected, then (G)= 2 if and only if G has a vertex adjacent to two leaves
or to two adjacent vertices of degree two.
The purpose of this paper is to characterise trees with depression three.
2. A general result
Theorem 1 shows that there is no forbidden subgraph characterisation of graphs with depression two, because if any
vertex of an arbitrary graph is joined to two new vertices, the resulting graph has depression two.
For two disjoint graphs G1 and G2 and vertices vi ∈ Gi , if we identify v1 and v2 to form a new vertex v, we also
say that we attach G2 to G1 (or G1 to G2) at v. If G is the resulting graph, we say that G contains G2 as attachment
(at v). Thus, by Theorem 1, if v is any vertex of K3 or the central vertex of P3 and G is any graph that contains K3 or
P3 as attachment at v, then (G) = 2.
Two interesting questions arise from this result. Firstly, if H is a graph with (H)=k and v ∈ V (H), what properties
should H and v satisfy so that if we attach H to an arbitrary graph at v, the resulting graph has depression at most k?
Secondly, for k ﬁxed, can we ﬁnd a minimal classH of graphs with depression k so that a graph G satisﬁes (G)k
if and only if G contains some H ∈H as attachment?
For example, (H) = 3 for H ∈ {P4, C4}, and if H is attached at one of its vertices of degree two to any graph, the
resulting graph has depression at most three, as is shown below. On the other hand, (C5) = 3 also (see [6]), but it is
easy to show that if two copies of C5 are attached to each other, then the resulting graph has depression four.
As it turns out, the ﬁrst question is easy to answer and, in fact, to generalise. The generalisation shows that the second
question is not quite the correct question to ask, as simply attaching a graph H to another graph is not the only operation
to limit the depression of the resulting graph to at most that of H.
A k-kernel, or just kernel if k is unimportant, of a graph G with (G) = k is a set U ⊆ V (G) such that for any edge
ordering f of G there exists a maximal (l, f )-ascent for some lk that neither starts nor ends at a vertex in U. One part
of the proof of Theorem 1 is based on the fact that the central vertex of P3 is the (unique) 2-kernel of P3, while any
(single) vertex of K3 forms a 2-kernel.
The next simple result is the key to solving the ﬁrst question above and is therefore stated as a theorem.
Theorem 2. Let U be a k-kernel of a graph H. Form a graph G by adding any set A of new vertices and arbitrary edges
joining vertices in U ∪ A. Then (G)(H).
Proof. Consider any edge ordering f ′ of G and let f be the edge ordering of H induced by f ′. Then, for some
lk, there is a maximal (l, f )-ascent  in H that does not start or end at a vertex in U. Hence  = v0 . . . vl , where
v0, vl ∈ V (G) − (A ∪ U). But then NG(v0) = NH(v0) and NG(vl) = NH(vl). Therefore  is a maximal f ′-ascent in
G and so h(f ′)k. Since f ′ is arbitrary, it follows that (G)k. 
If {v} is a kernel of H, then the graph G described in Theorem 2 is obtained by attaching H to 〈{v} ∪ A〉 at v. It
is easy to ascertain that any vertex of C4 and either vertex of P4 of degree two is a 3-kernel. It follows that if P4 or
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C4 is attached at a vertex of degree two to any graph (at any vertex), then the resulting graph has depression at most
three.
The second question above can now be rephrased as follows:
• For k ﬁxed, can we ﬁnd a minimal classH of graphs with depression k so that a graph G satisﬁes (G)k if and
only if G is obtained by adding a set A of new vertices to some graph H ∈H with k-kernel U, and arbitrary edges
joining vertices in U ∪ A?
We answer this question for trees with depression three.
3. Trees
The characterisation of trees with depression two is an immediate corollary to Theorem 1.
Corollary 3 (Cockayne et al. [6]). If T is a tree, then (T ) = 2 if and only if some vertex of T is adjacent to at least
two leaves.
A branch vertex of a tree is a vertex of degree at least three and a support vertex is a vertex adjacent to a leaf. LetL(T )
and B(T ), respectively, denote the sets of all leaves and all branch vertices of the tree T, and (T ) the minimum length
of a path P between two leaves of T such that no two consecutive vertices of P are branch vertices, i.e. B(T ) ∩ V (P )
is independent. For v ∈ V (T ) and l ∈ L(T ), a (v, l)-endpath, or v-endpath if the leaf is unimportant, or endpath if
neither v nor l is important, is a path P from v to l such that each internal vertex of P has degree two in T. A v–L path is
any path from v to a leaf. A branch vertex v incident with exactly one edge e such that e does not lie on any v-endpath
is called a special branch vertex. Each tree with at least two branch vertices has at least two special branch vertices.
(Root T at a branch vertex x and choose a branch vertex y 
= x at maximum distance from x; now root T at y and choose
a branch vertex y′ at maximum distance from y. The edges e and e′ incident with y and y′, respectively, on the y–y′
path satisfy the above requirement.) A spider S(a1, . . . , ar ) is a tree with exactly one branch vertex v and v-endpaths
of lengths 1a1 · · · ar , where r = deg v3. The depression of spiders is given in [6].
Proposition 4 (Cockayne et al. [6]). (S(a1, . . . , ar )) = min{a1 + a2, a3 + 1}.
An upper bound for the depression of trees related to the above result for spiders was determined in [6]. Those spiders
obtained by removing all edges of the tree T that are not edges of endpaths are called hanging spiders of T. LetH(T )
denote the set of all hanging spiders H = S(a1, . . . , ar ), r3, of T and deﬁne
s(T ) = min
H∈H(T )
{a3 + 1}.
Theorem 5 (Cockayne et al. [6]). For any tree T, (T ) min{(T ), s(T )}.
As shown in [7], this bound is not exact for all trees, not even in the case where B(T ) is independent. A lower bound
for the depression of trees was established in [7] and it was shown that this bound does give the exact value of (T ) if
B(T ) is independent. The bound requires the following deﬁnition.
For  ∈ B(T ) with deg  = r , let e1(), . . . , er () be an arrangement of the edges incident with  and i() the
length of a shortest –L path Pi() that contains ei(). We abbreviate ei(), i() and Pi() to ei , i and Pi if the
vertex  is clear from the context. An arrangement e1, . . . , er is called suitable if ij whenever i < j . From a
suitable arrangement e1, . . . , er of the edges incident with , deﬁne
() = min{1() + 2(), 3() + 1}.
Theorem 6 (Cockayne andMynhardt [7]). For any tree T, (T )min∈B(T ){()}.Moreover, ifB(T ) is independent,
then (T ) = min∈B(T ){()}.
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Fig. 1. Trees with depression three.
The above bound, however, is not exact if 〈B(T )〉 contains edges. A double spider is a tree T such that 〈B(T )〉=K2.
More precisely, the double spider S(a1, . . . , ak : b1, . . . , bk′) consists of two adjacent verticesu and v with deg u=k+1,
deg v=k′+1, togetherwith k2u-endpaths of lengthsai, i=1, . . . , k, and k′2v-endpaths of lengthsbj , j=1, . . . , k′,
where a1 · · · ak and b1 · · · bk′ . The following lower bound for the depression of double spiders was determined
in [7].
Proposition 7 (Cockayne and Mynhardt [7]). Let T = S(a1, . . . , ak : b1, . . . , bk′). Then
(T ) min{a1 + a2, a3 + 1, b1 + b2, b3 + 1, a1 + b2 + 1, a2 + b1 + 1},
where we ignore the term a3 + 1 if k = 2, and the term b3 + 1 if k′ = 2.
Let T = S(1, r : 1, r), r2, with branch vertices u and v. Then 1(u) = 1(v) = 1, 2(u) = 2(v) = 2 and
3(u) = 3(v) = r . Therefore minx∈B(T ){(x)} = 3. However, by Proposition 7, (T )r + 1, which shows that the
lower bound in Theorem 6 is not exact for S(1, r : 1, r) if r3.
Theorem 6 gives the following characterisation of trees T with B(T ) independent and (T ) = 3.
Corollary 8. Let T be a tree such thatB(T ) is independent. Then (T )=3 if and only if T has a vertex v with v-endpaths
of lengths one and two, or three v-endpaths of length two, but no vertex adjacent to two or more leaves.
Proof. By Corollary 3 and Theorem 5, if T has a vertex that satisﬁes the hypothesis, then (T )=3. Conversely, suppose
(T ) = 3. By Theorem 6, T has a vertex v such that 1(v) + 2(v) = 3 or 3(v) = 2. In either case 2(v) = 2. Since
B(T ) is independent, any v–L path that contains another branch vertex of T has length at least three. Hence the v–L
paths of lengths at most two are endpaths. The result now follows easily. 
Corollary 8 does not characterise trees with depression three when branch vertices are adjacent. Consider the trees T1
and T2 in Fig. 1, which despite having no vertex v that satisﬁes Corollary 8, have depression three, as shown below—see
Theorem 12(ii). We characterise trees with depression three in the rest of this paper.
3.1. The classS
LetS be the class of trees Sk , k1, that can be constructed recursively as follows. Let S0 =K2 with V (S0)={, ′}.
Deﬁne  to be the prime vertex of S0, U0 = , W0 =  and Y0 = {}. Once Si has been constructed, construct Si+1 by
performing one of the following two operations.
O1: For any y ∈ Yi , join y to the vertex u of a new edge ux; let Ui+1 = Ui ∪ {u}, Wi+1 = Wi and Yi+1 = Yi .
O2: For any y ∈ Yi , join y to the central vertex w of a new P5 : s, r, w, t, z; let Ui+1 = Ui , Wi+1 = Wi ∪ {w} and
Yi+1 = Yi ∪ {r, t}.
We emphasise that S0 =K2 is not inS. If S = Sk ∈S, deﬁne US =Uk , WS =Wk and YS = Yk . We abbreviate US ,
WS , YS to U, W, Y if the tree S is understood. Note that U ∪ W is independent and U, W and Y are pairwise disjoint.
For example, P4 ∈S, where the prime vertex is any support vertex, Operation O1 has been performed once, |U |=1
andW =. The spider S(1, 2, 2) ∈S, where the prime vertex  is the central vertex, Operation O1 has been performed
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twice, |U | = 2 and W =; and S(2, 2, 2) ∈S, where  is any support vertex, Operation O2 has been performed once,
U =  and |W | = 1. The tree in Fig. 2 is also inS.
For any S ∈S, no vertex of S is adjacent to two leaves, hence by Corollary 3, (S)3. Moreover, if US 
= , then
(S)3 by Theorem 5. We show in Theorem 12 that (S)3 for all S ∈S. We state a few obvious properties of trees
inS below for future reference.
Remark 9. If S ∈S, then
(i) each y ∈ YS 
=  is adjacent to exactly one leaf y′ and N(y) − {y′} ⊆ US ∪ WS ,
(ii) for each w ∈ WS , degw = 3 and N(w) ⊆ YS , hence w is not a support vertex,
(iii) for each u ∈ US , deg u = 2 and u is adjacent to a leaf and a vertex in YS ,
(iv) if deg  = 2 for some  ∈ V (S) − US , then  ∈ YS ,
(v) each endpath has length at most two.
Given an unlabelled tree S ∈ S, can we determine the sets U, W and Y? Certainly, by Remark 9, W consists of all
vertices w ∈ V (S) with degw=3 and N(w)∩L(S)=, so it is easy to ﬁndW. Also, since V (S)=L(S)∪U ∪W ∪Y ,
it is easy to ﬁnd U ∪ Y . Any support vertex of degree at least three belongs to Y. Moreover, for any u ∈ U , w ∈ W
and y, y′ ∈ Y , d(u,w) and d(y, y′) are even while d(y,w) and d(u, y) are odd. Hence if W 
=  or deg y3 for
some support vertex y, we can distinguish between vertices of U and vertices of Y of degree two. Deﬁne U and Y to be
interchangeable if we cannot distinguish between U and Y. It follows that if U and Y are interchangeable, then W = 
and deg y = 2 for all y ∈ Y . But this is only possible if Operation O2 has not been performed and Operation O1 has
been performed only once, i.e. S = P4. This proves the next result.
Lemma 10. Given S ∈S, the sets US and YS are interchangeable if and only if S = P4.
3.2. The classes G andT
Let G be the class of all graphs GS constructed as follows.
O3: Add any set A = A(GS) of new vertices to a tree S ∈S and arbitrary edges between vertices in A ∪ US ∪ WS .
Note thatGS ∈ G is a tree if and only ifUS ∪WS is independent, 〈A〉 is acyclic and there is exactly one edge between
each component of 〈A〉 and US ∪ WS . For example, the trees in Fig. 1 are in G; the vertices in A are unlabelled. Also,
A =  is allowed, soS ⊆ G. Let
T= {T ∈ G : T is a tree}.
ThenS ⊆T. We now state the characterisation of trees with depression three. The proof is given in Section 3.3.
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Theorem 11. For any tree T, (T ) = 3 if and only if T ∈T and no vertex of T is adjacent to two leaves.
We ﬁrst prove that each graph in G has depression at most three.
Theorem 12. (i) For each S ∈S, US ∪ WS is a 3-kernel of S.
(ii) For each G ∈ G, (G)3.
(iii) For each S ∈S, (S) = 3.
Proof. (i) The proof is by induction on k, the number of steps used to construct S = Sk from K2 = S0. We must prove
that for any edge ordering f of S there exists a maximal (2, f )- or (3, f )-ascent that neither starts nor ends at a vertex
in US ∪ WS .
If k = 1, then S = P4 or S = S(2, 2, 2). Consider any edge ordering f of P4 with vertex sequence ′, , u, x, where
US = {u}. If ′ux is an f-ascent, we are done, so suppose ′, , u, x is an f-exchange. Then ux or its reverse is a
maximal (2, f )-ascent that does not start or end at u.
Next, consider any edge ordering f of S(2, 2, 2) with central vertex w and w-endpaths w, , ′, w, r, s and w, t, z.
Then WS = {w} and US = . Note that rwt or twr is an f-ascent. If srwtz or its reverse is not an f-ascent, then r, w, t
is contained in a maximal (2, f )- or (3, f )-ascent that neither starts nor ends at w and we are done, so assume srwtz
is an f-ascent. If f (w)< f (′), then tw′ (if f (tw)<f (w)) or wtz (if f (wt)>f (w)) is a suitable maximal
(3, f )-ascent, and if f (w)> f (′), then srw (if f (rw)<f (w)) or ′wr (if f (wr)>f (w)) sufﬁces.
Assume the result to be true for all trees constructed from K2 in fewer than k steps. Consider any tree S = Sk
constructed from K2 in k steps, k2, and any edge ordering f of S. Let f ′ be the edge ordering of Sk−1 induced by f,
and y ∈ Yk−1 the vertex of Sk−1 to which a new vertex was joined in the construction of S. Suppose to the contrary
that every maximal (2, f )- and (3, f )-ascent in S starts or ends at a vertex in US ∪ WS . Since Sk−1 has a maximal
(2, f ′) or (3, f ′)-ascent  that neither starts nor ends in Uk−1 ∪Wk−1 (by the induction hypothesis),  starts or ends at
y. Without loss of generality assume =aby or =acby, where a ∈ V (Sk−1)− (Uk−1 ∪Wk−1) ⊆ V (S)− (US ∪WS).
By Remark 9(i), y is adjacent to a leaf s′ ∈ V (Sk−1). Since  is a maximal f ′-ascent, f ′(by) = max∈N(y) {f ′(y)}.
Suppose ﬁrstly that S is constructed from Sk−1 by joining y to the vertex u of a new edge ux. ThenUS=Uk−1∪{u} and
WS=Wk−1. Since  is not amaximal f-ascent, f (by)<f (yu), whence f (yu)=max∈N(y) {f (y)}. If f (yu)<f (ux),
then s′yux is a maximal f-ascent, and if f (yu)>f (ux), then xuy is a maximal f-ascent, neither of which starts or ends
in US ∪ WS , a contradiction.
Hence S is constructed from Sk−1 by joining y to the vertexw of P5 : s, r, w, t, z. ThenUS =Uk−1,WS =Wk−1∪{w}
and YS = Yk−1 ∪ {r, t}. Since  is not a maximal f-ascent, f (by)<f (yw) so that f (yw) = max∈N(y) {f (y)}. Since
rwt or its reverse is an f-ascent, we may assume without loss of generality that srwtz is an f-ascent, for otherwise it
contains a maximal (2, f )- or (3, f )-ascent that neither starts nor ends in US ∪WS . But if f (yw)>f (rw), then srwy
is a maximal f-ascent, and if f (yw)<f (rw), then s′ywr is a maximal f-ascent, neither of which starts or ends in
US ∪ WS , a contradiction.
(ii) This follows directly from (i) and Theorem 2.
(iii) This is immediate from (ii) and Corollary 3 because no vertex of S is adjacent to more than one leaf. 
Let T be the following property of a vertex  of a graph G.
T: The vertex  is adjacent to exactly one leaf l and for each  ∈ N() − {l},  is a support vertex or there are two
-endpaths of length two.
Lemma 13. (i) If a graph G has P4 as attachment at a support vertex v of P4, or
(ii) if G has S(2, 2, 2) as attachment at the central vertex v of S(2, 2, 2), then some  ∈ V (G) satisﬁes Property T.
(iii) If G has a vertex  that satisﬁes Property T, then G ∈ G.
Proof. (i) and (ii) Let  ∈ N(v) be the support vertex on a v-endpath of length two.
(iii) Say  is adjacent to the leaf l, U is the set of neighbours of  that are support vertices, X is a set of leaves such
that each vertex in U is adjacent to exactly one vertex in X, W is the set of neighbours of  such that there are two
w-endpaths Qw, Q′w of length two for each w ∈ W , and M =
⋃
w∈W (V (Qw) ∪ V (Q′w)). Let S be the subtree of G
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induced by {, l} ∪ U ∪ X ∪ W ∪ M . Then S ∈S and the only vertices of S that are adjacent to vertices of G − S are
vertices in U ∪ W . Hence G ∈ G. 
3.3. Characterisation of trees with depression three
Generally, when we say that a path P is an ascent, no direction of ascent is implied; however, when we say that the
path P ∪Q is an ascent, where v and w are the end-vertices of P, v ∈ V (P )−V (Q) and w ∈ V (P )∩V (Q), we mean
that the ascent increases from v to w and from w to the other end-vertex of Q. We ﬁrst prove a lemma.
Lemma 14. For any edge ordering f ′ of a tree T, any  ∈ B(T ) and any -endpath Q, there is an edge ordering f of
T with h(f )h(f ′) such that Q is a proper subpath of a maximal f-ascent.
Proof. LetQ be the path =0, 1, . . . , q . The result is obvious for any endpath of length 1, so we assume q2. Note
that 12 or 21 is an f ′-ascent; without loss of generality let f ′(1)<f ′(12). IfQ is not an f ′-ascent, then there
is some smallest index i2 such that f ′(i−2i−1)<f ′(i−1i ) > f ′(ii+1). Relabel the edges ii+1, . . . , k−1k
so that Q is an ascent increasing from  to k (using large enough labels to ensure a linear ordering). The resulting edge
ordering g has height no less than that of f ′.
If Q is not a maximal g-ascent, let f = g and we are done. Hence assume Q is a maximal g-ascent. Then g(1) =
minu∈N() {g(u)}. It follows that for each u ∈ N() − {1}, 1u is a g-ascent which is contained in at least one
maximal g-ascent Ru that starts at 1. For u ﬁxed, denote the set of all these maximal g-ascents Ru by Ru. Deﬁne
f by
f (e) =
{
g(e) + q if e ∈ E(T ) − E(Q),
i if e = q−i+1q−i , i = 1, . . . , q.
Then f (1)=minu∈N() {f (u)}. The maximal f-ascents in T −E(Q) are exactly the same as the maximal g-ascents
contained in T − E(Q). The other maximal f-ascents are Q ∪ Ru for each Ru ∈ Ru and each u ∈ N() − {1}.
Therefore h(f )h(f ′) and Q is a proper subpath of a maximal f-ascent as required. 
This brings us to the characterisation of trees with depression three. We repeat the statement for convenience.
Theorem 11. For any tree T, (T ) = 3 if and only if T ∈T and no vertex of T is adjacent to two leaves.
Proof. If T ∈ T then (T )3 by Theorem 12(ii). If no vertex of T is adjacent to two leaves, then (T ) = 3 by
Corollary 3.
Conversely, suppose (T )=3. If T is a path, then T =P4 ∈T. If T is a spider, then by Theorem 5, T =S(a1, . . . , ak),
where k3 and either a1 = 1, a2 = 2 and ai2 for i = 3, . . . , k, or a1 = a2 = a3 = 2 and ai2 for i = 4, . . . , k. By
Lemma 13(i)–(iii), T ∈T. Hence the result is true for paths and spiders.
Suppose it is not true for trees with two or more branch vertices. Amongst all such trees, let T /∈T be a tree of
minimum size m such that (T ) = 3.
Let v be a special branch vertex of T, deg v=r ,Q1, . . . ,Qr−1 the v-endpaths of lengths qi , labelled such that qiqj
whenever i < j , vvi the initial edge of Qi , u 
= v the branch vertex nearest to v, and Q : u, u1, . . . , ua = v, . . . , ut
the u–L path (of length t) that contains Q1. Observe that q22, otherwise v is adjacent to two leaves which is not the
case. Let Tv be the subtree of T obtained by deleting all vertices of Qi , i2, except v, from T. Then no vertex of Tv is
adjacent to two leaves. We consider two cases.
Case 1: Tv ∈T. Let S ∈S be a tree from which Tv can be constructed according to Operation O3, with A the new
vertices added to S. Then v /∈A, for otherwise we may choose A′ = A ∪ (⋃r−1i=2 V (Qi)) and construct T by adding the
appropriate edges between vertices in A′, and the same edges between A and V (S) as were added in the construction
of Tv , so that T ∈ T, a contradiction. Therefore v ∈ V (S). Since T /∈T, the paths Qi , i2, are not joined to S
according Operation O3, that is, v /∈US ∪ WS . But degTvv = 2, hence by Remark 9(iv), v ∈ YS , so that v is a support
vertex by Remark 9(i), i.e. q1 = 1. Since T /∈T, Lemma 13(i) and (iii) show that qi3 for each i2. We show that,
in fact,
degT v = r = 3 and q2 = 3. (1)
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Let T ′ be the tree constructed from Tv by joining v to a leaf of P3 to form a v-endpath Q′ of length three. Suppose
T ′ ∈T and let S′ ∈S be a tree from which T ′ can be constructed according to Operation O3, with A′ the new vertices
added to S′. By the construction of trees inS andT and Remark 9, v /∈L(S′) ∪ WS′ ∪ YS′ . Hence v ∈ A′ ∪ US′ . But
then T can be similarly constructed from S′, a contradiction. Thus T ′ /∈T.
Suppose (T ′)4 and let f ′ be an edge ordering of T ′ with h(f ′)= (T ′). Then Q1 ∪Q′ or Q′ ∪Q1 is an f ′-ascent;
without loss of generality assume the former. Let f be the edge ordering of T obtained from f ′ by ﬁrst labelling the
edges of Q2 − Q′ with the next available integers so that Q1 ∪ Q2 is an f-ascent, and then labelling the edges of each
Qi , i3, so that each Qi is an ascent from v to the leaf. It is easy to see that h(f )4, contradicting (T ) = 3. Hence
(T ′) = 3.
Since T ′ is a subtree of T, the choice of T, as a tree with the minimum number of edges that has depression three but
is not inT, implies that T ′ = T and (1) follows.
Recapitulating,
degT v = 3, v ∈ YS, q1 = 1 and q2 = 3.
Let w be the unique neighbour (in T) of v not on Q1 or Q2, and  the leaf on Q1 adjacent to v. We next show that
degT w3. (2)
Since v ∈ YS ,  ∈ V (S). Remark 9(i) implies that w ∈ US ∪WS . Thus if degT w = 2, then w ∈ US (Remark 9(ii)) and
the neighbour ′ 
= v of w is a leaf of S. It follows that S = P4 : , v,w, ′. But then degTv ′ = 1 by Operation O3,
degTvw = degT w = 2 and degTvv = 2, so that Tv = S. This is clearly impossible because u 
= v is a branch vertex of
Tv . Thus the ﬁrst part of (2) holds and the second part immediately follows from Remark 9.
Let Q2 = v, c1, c2, c3 and deﬁne R = {v, c1, c2, c3, } and T  = T − R. We prove that
T  /∈T. (3)
Suppose T  ∈T and T  can be constructed from S ∈S with A the new vertices added to S. Note that w ∈ V (T )
and degT w2 by (2). Thus w ∈ A ∪ US ∪ WS ∪ YS . If w ∈ A ∪ US ∪ WS , then T can be constructed from
S by Operation O3 in the obvious way, with A(T ) = A ∪ R. If w ∈ YS , construct S by Operation O1 by joining
w to vertex v of the edge v; thus US = US ∪ {v}. Now let A(T ) = A ∪ {c1, c2, c3} and construct T from S by
Operation O3 in the obvious way. Thus T ∈T and this contradiction establishes (3).
The choice of T now implies that (T )4. Let f  be an edge ordering of T  with h(f )4. Let xw be the
edge incident with w such that b = f (xw) = maxy∈N(w) {f (yw)}. Further, let Fb be the (not necessarily max-
imal) f -ascents which start or end at w and contain xw but no other edge incident with w. We deﬁne an edge
ordering f of T according to the ascents in Fb and show that h(f )4. This contradiction will complete the proof of
Case 1.
Case 1.1: There is an f -ascent  ∈ Fb of length at least two starting at w (thus increasing away from w). Deﬁne
the edge ordering f of T by
f (e) = f (e) if f (e)< b,
f (e) = f (e) + 5 if f (e)b,
f (v) = b,
f (vw) = b + 1,
f (ci−1ci) = b + i + 1 for i = 1, 2, 3 where c0 = v.
Then all f -ascents are f-ascents and thus there are no maximal f-ascents of length less than four contained in T .
We consider f-ascents that contain edges of 〈R ∪ {w}〉. Firstly, note that vc1c2c3 and wvc1c2c3 are (4, f )-ascents.
Secondly, vw is a (2, f )-ascent which extends to the f-ascent vw of length at least four. Moreover, by deﬁnition of
f, any extension of vw contains the edge wx and thus extends to vw. Lastly, for any y ∈ N(w) − {v, x}, ywv is a
(2, f )-ascent which extends to the (5, f )-ascent ywvc1c2c3.
(There may also be an f -ascent ′ ∈ Fb that ends at w. This ascent in T  extends no further than w and thus has
length at least four and does not concern us here.) Hence h(f )4.
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Case 1.2: There is no f -ascent in Fb of length at least two starting at w. Then either x is a leaf of T, or there is an
f -ascent ′ ∈ Fb as described between parentheses above. Deﬁne the edge ordering f of T by
f (e) = f (e) if f (e)< b,
f (e) = f (e) + 5 if f (e)b,
f (v) = b + 4,
f (vw) = b + 3,
f (ci−1ci) = b + 3 − i for i = 1, 2, 3 where c0 = v.
Again we only need to consider f-ascents that contain edges of 〈R ∪ {w}〉. Here, c3c2c1v is a (4, f )-ascent and wv
is a (2, f )-ascent. Since degT w2, there exists y ∈ N(w) − {v, x} and ywx is an f -ascent which does not extend
to any f -ascent ywxx′, according to the case under consideration. Hence ywx extends to a (4, f )-ascent pqywx for
some p and q. Thus by deﬁnition of f , wv extends to the f-ascent pqywv. Moreover, for any y ∈ N(w)− {v, x} the
ascent ywv can be thus extended. Finally, the ascent vwx extends to the f-ascent c3c2c1vwx. Hence again h(f )4.
This concludes Case 1.
Case 2: Tv /∈T. By the choice of T, (Tv)4. Let |E(Tv)| = m′ and for u ∈ B(Tv) and the u-endpath
Q : u, u1, . . . , ua = v, . . . , ut , let fv : E(Tv) → {1, . . . , m′} be an edge ordering of Tv with h(fv) = (Tv) that
satisﬁes the properties stated in Lemma 14. Since Q is a proper subpath of a maximal fv-ascent, we may assume that
xuu1 . . . ut is an ascent for some x ∈ N(u) − {u1}.
Suppose q23. Deﬁne f : E(T ) → {1, . . . , m} as follows. Let f (e) = fv(e) for each e ∈ E(Tv). For each
i = 2, . . . , r − 1, label the edges of Qi with consecutive integers m′ + 1, . . . , m, to form an ascent from v to the leaf,
and such that f (vvi)< f (vvj ) whenever i < j .
If  is any maximal fv-ascent that contains Q1, then ( − Q1) ∪ Qi is a maximal f-ascent of length at least that of
. The other maximal f-ascents not entirely contained in Tv are viv ∪ Qj , 1 i < jr − 1, each of which has length
at least q2 + 14. Hence h(f )4, contradicting (T ) = 3.
Therefore q2 = 2. Then q1 = 2, and either r − 1 = 2 or q33, otherwise T ∈ T by Lemma 13. First consider the
case d(u, v)2, so that xuu1 . . . ut has length at least ﬁve and xuu1 . . . v has length at least three. Deﬁne f : E(T ) →
{1, . . . , m + 2} as follows. Let f (e) = fv(e) for each e ∈ E(Tv) − E(Q1). For each i = 2, . . . , r − 1, label the edges
of Qi with consecutive integers m′ + 1, . . . , m to form an ascent from the leaf to v, and such that f (vvi)> f (vvj )
whenever i < j . From v to the leaf, label the edges of Q1 with m + 1 and m + 2.
If  is any maximal fv-ascent that contains Q1, then  has length at least ﬁve and  − E(Q1) has length at least
three, so that (−Q1)∪ vvi is a maximal f-ascent of length at least four for each i = 2, . . . , r − 1. The other maximal
f-ascents not entirely contained in Tv areQi ∪Q1, i=2, . . . , r−1, of length qi +2, andQi ∪vvj for 2j < ir−1,
of length qi + 14 since qi3. Again h(f )4, a contradiction.
It follows that q1 = q2 = 2 and u and v are adjacent. Thus Q1 ∪ Q2 = P5 with central vertex v. Let T (u) be the
subtree of Tv − uv that contains u.
Suppose T (u) ∈ T. Let S ∈ S be a tree used in constructing T (u) and A the set of new vertices added. Then
u ∈ A ∪ US ∪ WS ∪ YS , because degT (u)u2. However, if u ∈ A ∪ US ∪ WS , then by Operation O3, T ∈ T,
a contradiction. If u ∈ YS , then joining the central vertex v of Q1 ∪ Q2 to u in S results in a tree S′ ∈ S with
WS′ =WS ∪ {v} according to Operation O2. But then the vertices of V (T (u))− V (S′) may be added to S′ in the same
way as they were added to S to form T (u), while Qi, i = 3, . . . , r − 1 may be added to T (u) at v ∈ WS′ to obtain
T ∈T, a contradiction.
Hence T (u) /∈T. By the choice of T, (T (u))4. Let ∑r−1i=1 qi = q, |E(T (u))| = n and f ′ : E(T (u)) →{1, . . . , n} be an edge ordering of T (u) with h(f ′) = (T (u)). Let z ∈ N(u) be the vertex of T (u) such that
f ′(uz)=maxy∈N(u) {f ′(uy)} and T (z) the subtree of T (u)−uz that contains z. Deﬁne f : E(T ) → {1, . . . , 2n+q} as
follows. For each e ∈ E(T (u))−E(T (z))−uz, letf (e)=f ′(e) and for each e ∈ E(T (z))∪{uz}, letf (e)=f ′(e)+n+q.
This does not change any ascents in T (u). From the leaf to v, label the edges of Q1 with n, n + 1. Let f (uv) = n + 2.
Using the integers n + 3, . . . , n + q, label the edges of Qi, i = 2, . . . , r − 1, consecutively to form ascents from v to
the leaf and so that f (vvi)< f (vvj ) whenever i < j .
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Then Q1 ∪ vuz is a (4, f )-ascent. For any z′ ∈ N(u) − {z, v}, z′uv ∪ Qi, i = 2, . . . , r − 1, is an f-ascent of
length at least four. The other f-ascents not entirely contained in T (u) are Q1 ∪ Qi, i = 2, . . . , r − 1, and viv ∪ Qj ,
2 i < jr−1, all of length at least four. But then h(f )=4, contradicting (T )=3. This ﬁnal contradiction establishes
the theorem. 
4. Open problems
1. The bound in Proposition 7 is not best possible in all cases. Is there a simple formula for (S(a1, . . . , ak :
b1, . . . , bk′))?
2. If such a formula exists, it may be possible to determine a formula for the depression of trees when the branch
vertices are not independent, or perhaps for special cases, for example where the subgraph induced by the branch
vertices consists of independent edges and isolated vertices.
3. Failing this, improve the bounds in Theorems 5 and 6.
4. The construction of G in Section 3.2 does not describe all graphs with = 3. Can we characterise graphs with = 3
by ﬁnding a minimal classH of graphs with depression 3 so that an arbitrary graph G satisﬁes (G)3 if and only
if G is obtained by a construction similar to Operation O3, using graphs inH instead of inS?
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